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The fourth order difference scheme of approximation on the rectangular mesh (ha # hb for a # fi) will be considered for Poisson's equation.
We shall prove the convergence in the mean of the schemes in question at the rate o(lh['), f or the Dirichlet problem in the p-dimensional rectangular parallelepiped (p = 2, 3), where whatever the ratio h, between the intervals. The conditions under which the maximum principle holds for the proposed schemes on a rectangular mesh will be discussed, and they will be shown to be uniformly convergent at a rate O(lhl*) for p &4.
An alternating directions iterational process will be considered, and the choice of sequence of iterational parameters {,,.,I "reasonably high" speed of convergence of the process will be discussed.
The choice of optimum ratios between the terms of the sequence {T"?, minimizing the number of iterations, will also be examined.
1. Given the p-dimensional parallelepiped Dp = (3 = (51, . . . , Ip) : 0 zg 5a < za, a = 1, . . . , p} with boundary r, we seek the solution in it of the problem l Zh. Vych. Mat. 4. No. 6, 1025 -1036 , 1964 . (2)
IJet 6.h = {Xi = (ithi, An alternating directions iterational process (see (13) with u = 1) was proposed for these schemes in [41* with the number of iterations
where E > 0 is the required accuracy.
The choice of optimum iterational parameters {TV) minimizing v. was likewise discussed.
The expression for the rate of convergence was only proved in 141 for p = 2. 
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In the present paper we consider the more general family of iterational schemes with c+, (4) where u is a parameter characterizing the iterational process.
A "onedimensional" procedure is proposed for choosing the iterational parameters {T,,), minimizing v. for difference schemes of the fourth order of accuracy on the rectangular mesh ( h, # he for a # fi). (Expression (3) and the optimum value of vc are also obtained in passing for schemes of the 2nd order of accuracy.) 2. We consider the following difference scheme * for the approximation of problem (1) It is easily shown (see also E51) that, for 8 = 1, scheme (5)- (6e) (in future scheme (5)-(6 1)) has the 4th order of approximation in I hl on the class of sufficiently smooth solutions of (l), so that * = A'u+ cp = O(lhlr). of the second order of accuracy.
Let us show that (5)-(Sl) has the 4th order of accuracy in j hi. Let u be a solution of problem (I)- (2) and y a solution of problem (5)- (61). We now obtain for the function z = y -u:
h'z + Q = 0, 4 = 0. Multiplying (7) We consider (v, 2):
($9 2) e II 9 II II 2 II < WJP II 4J II < d + 2 II 9 /Ia* w Substituting (9) and (10) in (8) and suitably fixing CO, we find that or, from (9),
We have now proved:
is satisfied, the difference scheme (5)- (61) with p<3 the mean at a rate O( /hi 4, so that
II Y -ZJ II < M' I h 14>
where M is a positive constant independent of /hi.
is convergent in
Theorem 1 proves the convergence of scheme (5) (12) that Theorem 2 only holds with k, = h (a = 1, . . . , 4f, which is only possible if the sides l,, ? = 1, . . . , 4 of the region 5, are commensurable.
'vote 1. If D, has commensurable sides 1,, we can introduce the difference scheme Gh with h, = ir, a = 1, . . . , p, into it. On this mesh, problem (1) - (2) can be associated with the difference scheme where (6.)
Scheme (5*) -(6') with p = 2, 3 was proposed in [31, [91, where its uniform convergence at a rate 0(h6) was proved. (14) is more economic, and in addition, the W(a), a = 1, . . . , p, always satisfy the zero boundary conditions. 4. Let us consider the convergence of the iterational process (13).
We obtain for w = v -y, where y is a solution of problem (5) The eigenvalues of problem (15) 
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Theorem 3. When conditions (4) are satisfied, the iterational process (13) with p = 2, 3 is convergent in the mean whatever the parameters -rh satisfying 0 < 0 < rn ,( c2,
where cl and c2 are constants independent of n.
From (22), to prove the theorem we have to show that A,+1 + 0 as n --f 00. But to do this. it is sufficient to show that IPk,sl~ P < 19 (25) where p is a constant independent of n, since we then have from (23) i.e. p is independent of n. Recalling (4), we find that in fact p < 1. Recalling (18). it can easily be seen from (21*) that, with (4) Andreev the fact that this is positive being equivalent to (31). We transform F p,l to the form Given (28), the fact that F,,l is positive is now obvious. Given (28), the fact that F2,1 is positive is equivalent to the numerator being positive, and this can easily be proved by considering its minimum. When investigating F,,, ,,, we shall be satisfied with a crude estimate. In fact, we shall estimate separately pa/ (1 + a) p and pa / (1 f pa) . Now, and the lemma follows from this and (28). the case p = 3, 3 = 1) then does obtain an estimate rather differfor o>%.
X>,G, a>& a,>G.
If the condition
is satisfied, we have
The first inequality ma-y be proved immediately 6. We shall now estimate the rate of convergence of the iterational process (13). To be more precise, we shall find a sequence of iterations1 parameters {T,? such that a "reasonably high" rate of convergence is obtained. It follows from Theorem 3 that the parameter I, may vary within fairly wide limits. We shall therefore try to find a sequence {T,,? such that, given any value of h, there is at least one value of T such that IPk,n+il < P -K 1, where p is independent of both rz and Ih(. If we then perform the cycle of iterations (13) with the given system of parameters, we shall obtain, in view of (22) - (23). a p-l times reduction in the norm of the error. It is desirable for the total number of parameters in the sequence {TV? to be "not very great" (obviously, in the worst case we can avoid a number of parameters equal to the number of distinct eigenvalues A), i. e. for one parameter T to be "stipulated" by a whole series of eigenvalues and not just one. In fact, let the sequence of 
Using Lemma 4, we arrive from (41), (42) and (22) - (23) method (13) with a system of parameters iv,,) given by (41). then, if conditions (28) are satisfied,
where pP is given by (37).
A simple consequence of Lemma 5 is 7'heorem 4. In order to reduce the norm L, of the error lla(@11 by a factor I/E with the aid of method (13). it is sufficient, if conditions (28) are satisfied, to perfons a cycle of no Iterations with the system of parameters IT,,) given by (41) k. times, where no Is given by (42), and k. by
The following asymptotic formula holds here for the total iterations v = noko: We can prove with p = 2, from Lemma 3, and by analogy with till : Theorem 5. In the case p = 2, in order to reduce the norm Lz of the error llz(O)il by a factor I/E with the aid of method (13). it is sufficient, given any ~90.5, to carry out a cycle of no iterations with the system of parameters The following asymptotic formula holds here for the total number of iterations v = nokg
